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Why choose an  
On-Trend kitchen?

Quality you can rely on!

Ethical  
manufacturing.

On Trend products are FSC certified, 
confirming responsible product sourcing.  

Relax, knowing that your new kitchen is  
eco friendly.

Certified quality 
products

FIRA Gold is the quality mark recognised 
across the furniture industry highlighting 

products that comply with all relevant 
legislation and meet the highest standards. 
Put simply, it’s your independent assurance 

of our quality.

Over 100 years
experience.

The team working behind On-Trend has 
over 100 years of combined industry 

experience, so you can rest assured you 
are in capable hands with our brand. 

Here today,
here tomorrow

With over 30 years established in the 
kitchen market you can trust you are 

buying assured quality.
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Our Lucente door is made from 22mm MDF, vacuum sealed on exposed edges, primed and then given 2 coats of 
polyurethane paint. We've even got a colour co-ordinated reverse, but while kitchen doors might look the same, 
the reality is quite different.

Lucente, quality J pull design kitchens

L U C E N T E  F E A T U R E S 
&  B E N E F I T S :

22mm door thickness.

Painted finishes mean your doors won’t 
peel or bubble.

Easy grip J pull design.

Matching melamine reverse for design 
consistency.

PEEL ING V INYL BUBBLED V INYL

Common problems with typical J Pull doors:

On-Trend 
Kitchen Quality

Vivo is manufactured from 18mm MDF and finished in the same process as Lucente. Ensure you know exactly what 
you’re buying and how long you want it to last for. 

Vivo, quality slab design kitchens

V I V O  F E A T U R E S 
&  B E N E F I T S :

18mm door thickness.

Painted finishes mean your doors won’t 
peel or bubble.

Sealed and painted edges.

Matching melamine reverse for design 
consistency.

PEEL ING V INYL CHIP BOARD

Common problems with typical Slab doors:

BUBBLED V INYL P EEL ING EDGES

PAINTED FINISHES
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Choosing your 
perfect kitchen

Need help choosing a door design? 
Use our guide to help you narrow 

down your choice.

Start here:
Would you like your kitchen 
to have handles?

Modern

Classic Contemporary

Traditional

Which finish would 
you like?

Matt

Textured

Gloss

Choose from:
Linear for Vero

Choose from:
Lucente Gloss

Vivo Gloss True 
Handleless
Glacier True  
Handleless

Choose from:
Lucente Matt & PTO

Vivo Matt & PTO True Handleless
Stratto True Handleless
Lastra True Handleless
Coniston Premier True 

Handleless
Grantham 

Which finish  
would you like?

Matt

Textured

Gloss

Choose from:
Linear

Choose from:
Vivo Gloss 

Glacier

Choose from:
Vivo Matt & PTO

Lastra

Choose from:
Cartmel & 

PTO

Choose from:
Cambridge & PTO

Windsor PTO

Ascot PTO
Newmarket & PTO

Stratto

Choose from:

Choose from:
Oxford

Which design 
do you like?

Smooth 
painted 
shaker

Narrow 
frame 
shaker

Real 
timber 
shaker

Shaker with 
woodgrain

effect

PTO stands for 

‘Paint to Order’, we 

have 35 standard 

paint to order colours 

available, plus our 

bespoke colour 

matching service!
Handleless 
Contemporary Kitchens

Modern Kitchens

Classic 
Contemporary Kitchens

Traditional Kitchens

If you’re looking for minimalism, then  
look no further. Choose from J pull,  
integrated handle and true handleless  
for the ultimate in contemporary kitchens. 

Modern kitchens are on trend in  
terms of colours, style and finish.  
Always a popular choice! 

The latest kitchen genre, classic 
contemporary combines a mix of classic 
design and materials with contemporary 
colours and frame widths. 

Kitchens that stand the test of time  
and offer ornate decorative features.

Would you like a traditional, 
modern or classic design?

Which design 
do you like?
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Our essential
colour palette

Be spoilt for choice!

#White

A firm kitchen favourite, white is crisp, clean 
and allows you to experiment with floor and 
wall colours.

#Ivory / Cream

Another neutral colour, ivory offers flexibility, 
warmth and is a timeless choice.

#Mussel

A heritage colour, mussel is found in our 
traditional ranges and oozes class. 

#Cashmere

Cashmere is a popular choice and helps to 
add personality into the kitchen.

#Sage Green

Sage green provides a pastel colour option 
and a Mediterranean vibe to the kitchen.

#Light Grey

A huge kitchen trend in recent years, light grey 
is a highly fashionable choice.

#Dust Grey

A mid grey tone, dust grey 
grows in popularity and 
is regularly used in 2 tone 
kitchens.

#Oak

A classic kitchen colour, oak embodies quality 
and is found in our Cambridge range.

#Texture

Textured finishes are available in our Linear 
range with 6 colour options. 

#Fir Green

#Anthracite

Anthracite makes a deep 
and dramatic statement in 
the kitchen and is particularly 
popular in matt finishes.

#Indigo

One of the hottest colour trends 
in recent years, Indigo is highly 
fashionable across all types of 
kitchen.
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Our Paint to Order 
Colour Palette
If you need even more colour to choose from, our paint to order  
palette has 35 of the most popular options in the market today.

1. Ascot 
2. Cartmel
3. Cambridge
4. Grantham
5. Lucente Matt

6. Newmarket
7. Vivo Matt 
8. Vivo Matt True Handleless
9. Windsor

Available in

Warm Tones

The warm palette contrasts beautifully with 
more neutral colour décor and makes your 
furniture the highlight of the room. 

Cool Tones

Our cool palette offers a wide spectrum 
of colours with both neutral and vibrant 
options to suit your taste.

Amazon  
Green

Midnight 
Blue

Sapphire  
Blue

Indigo 
Blue

Smoke
BlueDenim Marine Parisian

BlueCornflower

FjordDust  
Grey

Onyx 
Grey AnthraciteLight  

Grey
Silver  
Grey

ChalkstoneWhiteSuper  
White Viridian

Stone  
Grey LavaFir  

Green
French 
GreyMussel Dusky PinkRose RegimentRegiment

Pebble 
Grey

Taupe 
Grey Dakar Sage 

Green
White  
Grey Porcelain CashmereStoneStone

NEW PTO Stone NEW PTO Viridian
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Our bespoke  
colour service . 

1. Ascot 
2. Cartmel
3. Cambridge
4. Grantham
5. Lucente Matt

6. Newmarket
7. Vivo Matt 
8. Vivo Matt True Handleless
9. Windsor

Available in

If our essential palette or our paint to order palette 
aren’t quite your colour, take advantage of our bespoke 
service with over 2600 colours. Talk to your retailer for 
more details.

Now offering over 2600 colours. 
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A world of  
larders
Larger larders providing storage en masse  
are highly on trend.  Imagine one of these  
in your kitchen!

OXFORD INDIGO 1000MM DOUBLE DOOR LARDER 

Diagonal Corner 
Larder

VIVO INDIGO DIAGONAL CORNER LARDER

Butlers Pantry

CAMBRIDGE DUST GREY BUTLERS PANTRY

Configuration 
Options

LARDER, 1000MM -  
BLIND CORNER

LARDER, 1000MM -  
3 DRAWER

LARDER, 1000MM -  
2 DRAWER

CARTMEL ANTHRACITE  
BUTLERS PANTRY

1514



Handleless 
Contemporary

Kitchens
If you’re looking for minimalism, then look no further. 

Choose from J pull and true handleless for the 
ultimate in contemporary kitchens. With an array of 
finishes, door styles and coloured rails, you’re spoilt 

for choice.

Lucente Vivo True Handleless Grantham2818 34

Linear, Glacier & Lastra True HandlelessStratto True Handleless40 44
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Made in
Italy

External
Curves

Paint to 
Order

Bespoke 
Colours

Lucente
J Pull design

Our Lucente range has a crisp J profile, 
creating contemporary handleless 

kitchens with a minimalist look, that’s 
highly On-Trend throughout the UK. 

Lucente is available in an array of gloss 
and matt finishes, to suit your personal 

preference. The 22mm thick door provides 
added durability, while the painted finish 

is your assurance of quality.

W H Y  C H O O S E  L U C E N T E :

22mm door thickness

Painted finishes mean your doors 
won’t peel or bubble.

Easy grip J pull design

Matching melamine reverse for  
design consistency.

1918



Lucente 
Gloss Finish

For a sleek and contemporary  
kitchen, choose the ultra chic  
Lucente Gloss Light Grey  
handleless door. 

This cutting-edge design offers 
uncompromised style whilst  
leading the trend; perfect for  
the design savvy customer.

Light Grey Gloss

Dust Grey & White Gloss
Dust Grey is a mid tone colour 
that offers both warmth and 
flexibility to complement and 
contrast with other colours in  
the kitchen. 

Cream Gloss
Classic and chic; the Lucente Cream 

high gloss handleless door creates  
a warm and welcoming setting.  

 
The introduction of curved  

doors brings with it a softer  
and bespoke aesthetic. 

Linear Flair Tap in Chrome
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Anthracite Gloss
Create a kitchen with impact  
by choosing Lucente in 
anthracite. Lighter worktops  
and wall colours create a 
beautiful contrast.

Cashmere Gloss
A classic favourite tone, cashmere  
exudes warmth and class.

Consider curves to round off the edges of your island for  
a super contemporary feel.

2322



Lucente  
Matt Finish

Fir Green Matt
Fir green is the latest colour 
trend in the kitchen market. 
Accessorise with darker tones  
or warm neutrals.

Cashmere Matt
The warm tone of cashmere 
makes a stunning impact in 

a matt handleless kitchen. 
Bi-fold wall units add to the 

contemporary feeling, providing 
design lead functionality. 

Indigo Matt
Indigo is the hottest colour trend 

in kitchens at the moment, 
adding depth and impact, to 
create a space with genuine 

wow factor.

Anthracite Matt
The darker tone of anthracite 
provides real depth to a kitchen, 
while careful planning creates 
minimalist lines to be proud of.
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Lucente  
Matt Finish

Dust Grey Matt
Create a kitchen with impact by 
choosing Lucente in Dust Grey. 
Lighter worktops and wall colours 
create a beautiful contrast.

Light Grey Matt
Light grey in Lucente matt creates 
a calming, contemporary and on 
trend kitchen to be proud of.

White Matt 
The ever popular colour of white 

is given fresh perspective in  
the on trend matt finish.
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Vivo True 
Handleless

Slab design
The simplistic design of the Vivo door, makes 

it an ideal choice for a true handleless 
kitchen. Choose from 6 gloss and 6 matt 

colours, as well as 3 fashionable rail colours.

Silver
Graphite

Rose Gold

Made in
Italy

External
Curves

Paint to 
Order

Bespoke 
Colours

W H Y  C H O O S E  V I V O  T R U E  H A N D L E L E S S :

18mm door thickness.

Painted finishes mean your doors 
won’t peel or bubble.

Sealed and painted edges.

Matching melamine reverse for design 
consistency.

28



Gloss Slab Design

White & Cashmere Gloss
Create a two tone kitchen with 
white and cashmere, that’s 
finished beautifully with the 
rose gold rail.

Dust Grey and Light Grey Gloss
Dust grey gloss complemented 
with the graphite rail colour, 
creates a kitchen of the 
moment.

Ivory Gloss
A staple diet in kitchens for decades, 
ivory is a timeless hue, that contrasts 
subtly with the silver rail colour.

A painted, gloss, sheen finish on 
both the front face and edges, 
Vivo provides outstanding quality 
and specification. Matching colour 
reverse as standard.

Vivo True
Handleless

Anthracite Gloss
Choose anthracite gloss and 
a silver rail for a kitchen that 
exudes class.

3130



Vivo True
Handleless
Matt Slab Design
Vivo matt’s specification mirrors the 
gloss option, but in a smooth and on 
trend matt finish.

Indigo Matt
Indigo continues to surge in 
popularity and is now available 
in the true handleless option. The 
silver rail contrasts beautifully 
with the darker tone.

Light Grey & Anthracite Matt
Use 2 shades of grey to create 
zones within the kitchen and a 

space to be proud of.

Dust Grey Matt
If grey is your thing, pair dust grey 
doors with a graphite rail for a 
monochrome styled kitchen.

White & Cashmere Matt
Blend white and cashmere for a 

neutral two tone kitchen.
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Grantham
Handleless Shaker design
Our new Grantham range is an exciting, 

eclectic mix of materials and design. 
Manufactured from true timber, with a 
narrow contemporary frame width and 

an integrated handle, Grantham  
creates a contemporary new look.

External
Curves

Paint to 
Order

Bespoke 
Colours

Real 
Timber

W H Y  C H O O S E  G R A N T H A M :

21mm door thickness

Sustainably sourced real timber materials.

Painted finish.

Latest kitchen trend.
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The warm palette contrasts beautifully with more 
neutral colour décor and makes your furniture the 
highlight of the room. 

Warm Tones

#Pebble Grey #Taupe Grey #Stone Grey #Sage Green#White Grey #Porcelain #Mussel#Dakar #Rose#Dusky Pink#Lava #French Grey #Fir Green #Cashmere #Stone#Regiment

Globe Tap in Brushed Brass
Grantham in PTO Dusky Pink

NEW
NEW

NEW
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Our cool palette offers a wide spectrum of colours, 
with both neutral and vibrant options, to suit your 
taste.

Cool Tones

#Indigo#Sapphire Blue #Amazon Green

#Super White #Chalkstone#White #Light Grey

#Anthracite#Silver Grey #Onyx Grey#Dust Grey

#Denim#Fjord #Smoke Blue#Viridian

NEW

#Cornflower

NEW

#Midnight Blue #Marine

NEW

#Parisian Blue

NEW

Globe Tap in Chrome.
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Made in
Italy

External
Curves

Paint to 
Order

Bespoke 
Colours

Stratto True  
Handleless

Shaker design
The contemporary design of Stratto makes it 
a new, yet natural choice for true handleless, 

providing detail and definition. 

W H Y  C H O O S E  S T R A T T O  T R U E  H A N D L E L E S S :

18mm door thickness.

Super smooth matt finish.

60mm narrow contemporary frame width.

Matching reverse for design consistency.

Rail Colours

Silver
Graphite

Ro
se Gold

4140



Dust Grey
Dust grey is a versatile colour which can 
be complemented by both lighter and 
darker worktops, appliances and wall 
finishes.

White
White can be paired with any rail colour. 
Rose gold and silver are shown here.

Indigo / Light Grey
Stratto is ideal for linear kitchen design, while the indigo tone provides depth and impact.  

Create a two tone kitchen with light grey or use the colours on their own.

4342



Linear
6 textured doors to help you create the ultimate, contemporary, true handleless kitchen. Use them on their own or mix 
them with solid colours.

Anthracite
Mountain
Larch

# Natural 
Halifax Oak

# White
Halifax Oak

# Shorewood# Truffle 
Brown 
Denver Oak

# Natural
Kendal Oak

#

Shorewood

Linear, 
Glacier, Lastra 

& Coniston 
Premier
True Handleless

Rail Colours

Silver
Graphite

Rose Gold

4544



Coniston Premier
Explore even more options for the 
Vero rail system, with Coniston 
Premier, with over 30 colours and 
finishes. Mixing 2 Coniston colours 
within Vero, creates that extra  
wow factor.

Cashmere 
Oak

# Dakar Oak# Dust Grey 
Oak

#

Grey 
Bardolino Oak

# Stone 
Grey Oak

# Grey Avola#

Graphite 
Oak

#

Ivory Oak#Light Grey 
Oak

#

White 
Coastland

# Satin 
Coastland

# Light 
Concrete

#

Dark 
Concrete

# Matt 
Onyx Grey

#

Lissa Oak#

Speak to your
 

retailer about 
other 

finishes availa
ble!

Graphite# Metallic 
Anthracite

#

Dust Grey# Metallic 
Blue

# Cashmere# Light Grey#Metallic 
Champagne

#Indigo#Jasmine#White#

Glacier
The ultra high gloss finish of Glacier, 
makes it an ideal choice, to use in 
conjunction with the Vero rail system.

Parisian Blue# Graphite# Fjord#Indigo#

Stone Grey# Dust Grey# Cashmere#Light Grey#

Lastra
Combine two trends with the tactile super matt 
door finish of Lastra and the Vero rail system, for 
the latest in kitchen fashion.

Stone Grey

#Parisian
   Blue

NEW

Mussel#

White#

NEW
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Modern Kitchens
Modern kitchens are on trend in terms of 

colours, style and finish. We have 4 ranges to 
choose from, each offering something a little 

bit different. 

Vivo50 Linear60 Glacier62 Lastra64
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Vivo+
Slab design

Vivo+ is the perfect choice for modern living. 
A simple, easy to clean shape, without any of 

those dust and dirt traps to slow your daily 
routine down. Vivo+ is available in both high 

gloss and tactile matt finishes, with a multitude 
of popular colour choices. Vivo+ doesn’t 

compromise on quality either, with both the 
door front and edge being painted for a 

seamless aesthetic. 

Made in
Italy

External
Curves

Paint to 
Order

Bespoke 
Colours

W H Y  C H O O S E  V I V O :

18mm door thickness.

Painted finishes mean your doors 
won’t peel or bubble.

Sealed and painted edges.

Matching melamine reverse for  
design consistency.

50



Vivo+ Gloss Finish
A painted, gloss, sheen finish on 
both the front face and edges, 
Vivo+ provides outstanding quality 
and specification. Matching colour 
reverse as standard.

Dust Grey Gloss and Anthracite Gloss
Two tone kitchens create an individual and 
personal aesthetic as well as specific zones  
within the kitchen. 

Cashmere Gloss
Symmetrical design is highly popular  
in kitchens as shown here in cashmere  
gloss. 

Light Grey Gloss
Kitchen islands combine design and function, 
commonly used for food preparation, eating, 
socialising and even a place for children to 
complete homework.
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White Gloss
Gloss white has been the staple diet of UK kitchens for decades.  

Bright, crisp and fresh, what’s not to love? Ivory Gloss
If curves are your thing, Vivo offers 
3 different sizes to make your 
kitchen dreams a reality. Ivory 
offers a subtle and warmer  
neutral alternative to white.
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Vivo+ Matt Finish
Vivo+ matt’s specification mirrors 
the gloss option, but in a smooth 
and on trend matt finish.

Anthracite Matt
Anthracite in matt is a firm favourite and makes  
a spectacular kitchen in larger rooms.

Cashmere Matt
The warmth of cashmere is ideal for 
any kitchen size and is often paired with 
chrome handles and accessories.

White Matt
Keep things simple and modern with white  
matt, a timeless choice for all generations.
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Dust Grey Matt
Incorporate task and mood 
lighting into your new kitchen  
for the ultimate finish.

Indigo Matt
Indigo continues to grow in popularity and is 
commonly paired with copper handles for a 
high class finish.

5958



Linear
Slab design

Differing textures within the kitchen are becoming 
increasingly common, creating different 

workspaces and feature areas. Linear doors can 
either be used to create complete kitchens on their 
own, or combined with a solid colour for a stunning 

two tone kitchen. If you’re fashion conscious and 
looking to make a striking designer statement, then 

Linear is the choice for you.

Anthracite
Mountain
Larch

# Natural 
Halifax Oak

# White
Halifax Oak

#

Shorewood# Truffle 
Brown 
Denver Oak

# Natural
Kendal Oak

#

Finishes available

Natural Halifax Oak

Anthracite Mountain Larch

Linear
Slab design

Differing textures within the kitchen 
are becoming increasingly common, 

creating different workspaces and 
feature areas. Linear doors can either 

be used to create complete kitchens on 
their own, or combined with a solid colour 
for a stunning two tone kitchen. If you’re 

fashion conscious and looking to make a 
striking designer statement, then Linear is 

the choice for you.

Made in
UK

Truffle Brown Denver Oak
Truffle Brown Denver Oak boasts a 
spectrum of colour interplay, mixing cool 
and warm tones to give you a design that 
is complementary to almost any colour! 
The soft, smooth finish is realistic and 
Scandinavian in design, making a kitchen  
feel spacious and light. 

<<
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Glacier
Slab gloss design

Glacier doors with a gloss finish are 
ideally suited for the sleek modern 
kitchen with the flexibility of made 
to order sizes, curved and glazed 
doors. Two edging options help to 

further personalise the look.

Made in
UK

Dust Grey & Light Grey

Finishes available

Graphite# Metallic 
Anthracite

# Dust Grey#

Metallic 
Blue

# Cashmere#

Light Grey#

Metallic 
Champagne

#

Jasmine# White#

#Parisian
 Blue

NEW

Indigo#

Graphite

6362



Lastra
Slab matt design

With matt finishes being highly  
on-trend, the Lastra door 

collection offers a super matt 
finish with multiple colour 

choices.

Made in
UK

Parisian Blue# Graphite# Fjord#Indigo#

Stone Grey# Dust Grey# Cashmere#Light Grey#

Mussel#

White#

NEW

Finishes available

Dust Grey

Light Grey

6564



Classic 
Contemporary

Kitchens
The latest kitchen genre, classic 

contemporary combines a mix of classic 
design and materials, with contemporary 
colours and frame widths. With 5 range 
options, Classic Contemporary styling  

is taking the market by storm!

Ascot72Oxford68 Stratto76

Newmarket80 Coniston84

67



Oxford
One Piece Shaker design

Oxford reinvigorates the shaker door 
style, with a more contemporary 

narrower frame design and tactile 
smooth painted matt finishes, for a 

stunning kitchen.

Made in
Italy

External
Curves

W H Y  C H O O S E  O X F O R D :

18mm door thickness.

Painted finishes mean your doors won’t peel or bubble.

Sealed and painted edges.

Matching melamine reverse for design consistency.

Ivory
The calming soft hue of ivory remains a 
UK favourite and suits both traditional 
and contemporary design. Combine 
curved units with open shelving, for a 
highly fashionable design.

68



Dust Grey
Dust grey is also available in the Oxford 
range, creating a contemporary look 
that oozes class. Tall curves can be used 
to create a unique aesthetic.

White
Accentuate the crisp design of Oxford with 
the colour choice of white. A vast array of 
accessories create features throughout 
the kitchen, while white fascias allow you 
to be more adventurous with wall and floor 
colours.

Anthracite
Anthracite in Oxford creates a particularly 
striking kitchen, contrasting beautifully with 
lighter coloured wall decoration. Introduce 
bottle racks and open shelving to create an 
accessible feature area.

Indigo & Light Grey
The colourway of Indigo makes a stunning 
statement when mixed with the ever 
popular tone of light grey. Use different 
colours to create defined zones within  
the kitchen.

7170



Ascot
One Piece Shaker design
The new Ascot range takes the classic 
shaker door design, and takes it to a new 
contemporary level, with reduced frame 
widths and styles. Perfect for a multitude of 
tastes and multi generational living, Ascot  
is becoming a firm favourite quickly.

External
Curves

Paint to 
Order

Bespoke 
Colours

W H Y  C H O O S E  A S C O T  :

18mm door thickness.

Painted finishes mean your doors won’t 
peel or bubble.

Contemporary narrow frame width

Appeals to all generations

72



#Pebble Grey #Taupe Grey #Stone Grey #Sage Green

#White Grey #Porcelain

#Mussel#Dakar

Warm 
Tones
The warm palette 
contrasts beautifully 
with more neutral colour 
décor and makes your 
furniture the highlight of 
the room. 

#Cashmere

The warm palette contrasts beautifully with more 
neutral colour décor and makes your furniture the 
highlight of the room. 

Cool Tones

#Indigo#Sapphire Blue #Amazon Green

#Super White #Chalkstone#White #Light Grey

#Anthracite#Silver Grey #Onyx Grey#Dust Grey

#Denim#Fjord #Smoke Blue#Viridian

NEW

#Cornflower

NEW

#Midnight Blue #Marine

NEW

#Parisian Blue

NEW

#Dusky Pink

#Lava #French Grey #Fir Green #Stone#Regiment

NEW

#Rose

NEW

NEW
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Stratto
Five Piece Shaker design

Stratto creates a fresh contemporary 
angle with a shaker door. Offering the 

latest on trend colours, in a smooth  
matt finish with a narrow 60mm frame, 
 Stratto will appeal to all generations.

Made in
Italy

External
Curves

W H Y  C H O O S E  S T R A T T O :

60mm narrow contemporary frame width.

Matching reverse for design consistency.

18mm door thickness.

Super smooth matt finish.
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Dust Grey
Dust grey is a versatile colour which can be 
complemented by both lighter and darker 
worktops, appliances and wall finishes.

White
Soften the lines in your kitchen with curved 
products with the white tone that’s always in 
fashion.

Light Grey
Use glazed doors in your Stratto kitchen to 
create a focal point, provide additional light 
and to showcase your finest glassware!

Indigo
Stratto is ideal for linear kitchen design, 
while the indigo tone provides depth  
and impact.
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Newmarket
Narrow Timber Shaker design

Newmarket explodes the myth that timber 
kitchens have to be traditional. It’s narrow 
frame design, paired with contemporary 
colours, creates a vibrant new look that’ll 
change the way you think about timber 

kitchens. 

External
Curves

Paint to 
Order

Bespoke 
Colours

Real 
Timber

W H Y  C H O O S E  N E W M A R K E T :

20mm door thickness.

Painted real timber finish means your doors won’t peel or bubble.

Narrow contemporary frame.

Made from premium timber materials from sustainable sources.

PTO French Grey

Newmarket is also available 
in our paint to order range & 
colour match service!

#Ivory #Indigo#Light Grey #Dust Grey

Colours available

8180



Light Grey & Dust Grey
Mix contemporary curves with 
traditional features like a Belfast 
sink for an eclectic masterpiece.

Ivory
Indulge yourself in the multitude 
of Newmarket’s accessories and 
tall wall options for a kitchen with 
style and storage.

Indigo
Choose copper handles with  
Indigo for a timber kitchen with 
true wow factor.
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Coniston
Multiple designs

Coniston offers the ultimate in flexibility of door 
and colour with over 20 different door styles and 
colour finishes. Ask your retailer about all your 
options from shaker to cathedral arch to tongue 
and groove, there’s something for everyone. 

Available in 30 finishes, speak to your retailer for 
more info.

Cashmere 
Oak

# Dakar Oak# Dust Grey 
Oak

#

Grey 
Bardolino Oak

# Stone 
Grey Oak

# Grey Avola#

White 
Coastland

# Satin 
Coastland

# Light 
Concrete

#

ShakerPremier Malaga Matfen

ColbourneGeneva Alnwick Kielder

Portree

Monaco

Ashford Glendale

YorkSherwood
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Traditional
Kitchens

Traditional kitchens have seen an upsurge in popularity 
recently, as homeowners embrace the period features of  
their home. Our Cambridge, Windsor and Cartmel ranges  
offer the quality and warmth of true timber combined with  
a multitude of accessory products. Look to the traditional 
ranges for more ornate feature products and embrace  

a kitchen that suits the character of your home.

Cartmel Cambridge Windsor9688 104
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Cartmel
Woodgrain Shaker design
Cartmel creates the aesthetic of a timber door with  
visible grain detailing. Cartmel is also available in  
our paint to order service.

W H Y  C H O O S E  C A R T M E L :

22mm door thickness.

Painted option available so you won’t be 
restricted on colour.

Sustainably sourced FSC certified materials.

5 piece construction with sealed and 
capped edges to prevent peeling.

Indigo

Cashmere
Cashmere is a firm favourite across 
the UK and a shade that appeals to all 
generations. Cashmere also allows you to 
use complementary or contrasting room 
decoration, to equal effect.

Create a classic contemporary 
kitchen masterpiece, by combining 
the hugely fashionable tone of indigo, 
with the classic grained shaker look 
of Cartmel. Copper handles add a 
fashionable elegance.
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Sage Green
Bring soothing pastel colour into 
your kitchen with the Cartmel Sage 
Green door. The introduction of 
glazed doors helps to maintain the 
open and light ambience.

Mussel
Cartmel offers a vast array of 
decorative accessories, with 
mantels a favourite choice to 
frame cooking areas.

Fir Green
Fir green is the latest addition 
to the Cartmel range, and 
looks superb when paired with 
oak worktops and antique 
brass handles, as shown.
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Anthracite
Anthracite is a new addition to the 
Cartmel colour palette and creates a 
highly impactful look. Our new butlers 
pantry in oak makes a beautiful 
contrast, with storage a plenty, in a 
fashionable way.

White
White creates a crisp, chic look when 
combined with the Cartmel shaker 
door style and provides longevity in 
terms of fashion. Tongue and groove 
panels provide more traditional 
influence, and are available  
throughout the range. Imperial Handle in Pewter Distressed.
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Ivory
Add style, detail and light to 
your kitchen with Cartmel Ivory. 
Create a practical island that 
also works as a breakfast bar 
station.

Dust Grey & Light Grey
The shaker design of Cartmel, helps to 
create impressive linear kitchens, as 
shown here.
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Cambridge
5 Piece Timber Shaker

Choose the natural beauty and warmth of 
solid timber for your kitchen, personified 
by our Cambridge range. Colour options 
range from traditional oak, through to the 
highly On-Trend tone of dust grey, while 

Cambridge offers a vast array of accessories 
to create perfect features with. The simplicity 

of Cambridge allows you to create both 
traditional and modern looks, simply choose 
a handle to suit your taste and then indulge 

yourself, in the likes of modern curves or 
traditional pilasters.

External
Curves

Paint to 
Order

Bespoke 
Colours

Real
Timber

W H Y  C H O O S E  C A M B R I D G E :

20mm door thickness.

Painted real timber finish means your doors won’t peel or bubble.

Made from premium timber materials from sustainable sources.
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Ivory
The gentle ivory tone is a perfect 
complement to the shaker 
style Cambridge door, with 
the natural grain of the timber 
remaining highly visible.

Light Grey
The distinctive shaker detail of the 
Cambridge door is heightened by the 
light grey tone. The straight lines of larders 
combine nicely with standard and extra tall 
curved doors.

Indigo
The deep tone of Indigo in the 
Cambridge range makes a 
striking kitchen while the timber 
grain remains highly visible. 
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Oak & Mussel
The soft pastel tone of Mussel creates  
a stunning kitchen with the Cambridge 
door. Integrate oak, either within the 
same station or separately. 
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Fir Green
Fir Green is new to the Cambridge 
palette and looks stunning, when 
teamed with matt gold accessories.

Our new in frame 
moulding is used 
to create an 
affordable in  
frame look.

Dust Grey
Our 1245mm curved doors help create curved larders that finish a furniture run in style. 
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External
Curves

Paint to 
Order

Bespoke 
Colours

Real
Timber

Windsor
5 Piece Timber Shaker

True timber is a guaranteed sign of quality and 
warmth within a kitchen, a trend that will never 

change. Our Windsor range is available in our paint 
to order service. The door also has a subtle beading 
placed on the shaker frame to add more traditional 

character to the design. Windsor offers a world of 
accessories including tongue and groove panels to 

accentuate the traditional feel within the kitchen.

W H Y  C H O O S E  W I N D S O R :

20mm door thickness

Sustainably sourced real timber materials.

Internal beading around the frame  
for extra detailing.

Vast array of decorative accessories.
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Warm Tones
The warm palette contrasts beautifully 
with more neutral colour décor and 
makes your furniture the highlight of 
the room. 

#Pebble Grey #Taupe Grey #Stone Grey #Sage Green#White Grey #Porcelain #Mussel#Dakar

#Rose#Dusky Pink#Lava #French Grey #Fir Green #Cashmere #Stone#Regiment

NEW
NEW

NEW
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Cool Tones
Our cool palette offers a wide spectrum of colours with 
both neutral and vibrant options to suit your taste. 

#Indigo#Sapphire Blue #Amazon Green

#Super White #Chalkstone#White #Light Grey

#Anthracite#Silver Grey #Onyx Grey#Dust Grey

#Denim#Fjord #Smoke Blue#Viridian

NEW

#Cornflower

NEW

#Midnight Blue #Marine

NEW

#Parisian Blue

NEW
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Bar Handles

D-Lite

Matt Black Matt Gold

Chrome Matt Nickel Antique Copper

Half Moon Bar Round End Bar Massiv Block End

Brushed Steel Brushed Steel Brushed Steel

Flow

Graphite Matt Gold Matt Nickel

Chrome

Block Handle

Graphite Matt Gold Matt Nickel

Knurled Bar

Matt Black Brushed Satin Brass Brushed Satin Nickel
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Bar Handles

Flat End T Bar Square Bar Handle Precision

Brushed Steel Brushed Steel Brushed Steel

Slim T Bar Block End Bar

Brushed Steel Brushed Steel

Excel

Matt Black Matt Gold Matt Nickel

Bow Plus T Bar

Brushed Steel Brushed Steel Brushed Steel

Pointed Bow T Bar Bow T Bar

Strap Bar

Brushed Steel

Wave

Graphite Matt Gold

Antique Copper Brushed Steel Chrome

Shaped Handles

Kurva

Matt Black Antique Bronze Matt Nickel

Excel Matt Gold shown on Cambridge Fir Green
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Shaped Handles

Imperial

Matt Gold

Benson Contour

Chrome Chrome

Matt Nickel

Victorian

Chrome

Strap

Brushed Steel Satin Nickel Brushed Steel

Wide D

Chrome

Antique Copper

Graphite

Pewter Distressed

Corvus Bow Bow Shaker

Brushed Steel Brushed Steel Brushed Steel

Shaker

Antique Brass Brushed Steel Brushed Steel

Lapac

Profile Handles
Available in 3 lengths, 
in Matt Black and Chrome.
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Knobs

Elipse

Chrome Antique Bronze Matt Nickel Antique Copper

Disc

Chrome Matt GoldAntique Bronze Matt Nickel Pewter

Pure

Chrome Matt Black Brushed Satin 
Nickel

Brushed Satin 
Brass

Knurled Knob

Matt Black Brushed Satin Nickel Brushed Satin 
Brass

Corvus Knob

Brushed Steel

Cups
Sen

Brushed Satin Nickel Brushed Satin Brass Chrome

Cup

Pewter Matt Nickel

Matt NickelAntique BronzeChrome

Antique Bronze Matt Gold

Cup Plus

Round Knob

Chrome Chrome Antique Bronze Matt Nickel

Orbit
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Sinks & Taps
The sink and tap area of your kitchen is 
a frequently used area, so take time to 

choose products carefully that suit both 
your taste and your needs. From single to 
twin levers and stainless steel to ceramic 

sinks, our range has it covered.

1 2

3 4

5

Stainless Steel Sinks
A classic, hard wearing material, stainless steel is always popular and now available in undermount and inset models.

Ceramic SinksStainless Steel Sinks Composite Sinks

Single Lever Taps Dual Lever Taps

7

8

6

9

10

1. Steam
2. Quarry
3. Neron Single Bowl
4. Neron Bowl and Half

5. Ixis Bowl and Half
6. Ixis Single Bowl
7. Trydent Single Bowl
8. Trydent Bow and Half

9. Matrix Single Bowl
10. Matrix Bowl and Half  

(LH & RH available)

119 120 121

122 123
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Ceramic Sinks
Ceramic sinks offer stylish, hygienic and easy to 
maintain qualities. Always popular in traditional 
kitchens.

1

2

4

3

5

1. Milford Bowl and Half
2. Belfast 
3. Sandon Bowl and Half
4. Sandon Single Bowl
5. Milford Single Bowl

Composite Sinks
Composite sinks offer black and grey finishes with 
square and rounded edges to suite your taste as well 
as being particularly hard wearing.

5

1. Xcite Granite Grey Single Bowl
2. Xcite Granite Grey Bowl and Half
3. Dune Granite Metallic Grey Bowl and Half
4. Xcite Granite Black Bowl and Half
5. Xcite Granite Black Single Bowl

2

3 4

1
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Single Lever Taps
Make a minimalist statement with a single lever tap,  
now available in a variety of colours.

5

4

1
32

1. Althia Chrome
2. Althia Brushed Brass
3. Althia Matt Black
4. Fraction Chrome
5. Fraction Brushed Brass

6. Fraction Matt Black
7. Spey Chrome & Matt Black
8. Brock Chrome
9. Prime Chrome
10. Severn Chrome

Co-ordinate your sink finish 
with your handles, for a 

designer look!

76

8

9

10

Dual Lever Taps
Dual lever taps offer extra practicality and ease of use, 
as well as traditional and contemporary options.

1 2 3

4 5

1. Globe Matt Black
2. Globe Chrome 
3. Globe Brushed Brass
4. Pico Quad Brushed Nickel
5. Pico Quad Chrome

6. Beck Chrome
7. Beck Brushed Nickel
8. Rissle Chrome
9. Linear Flair Chrome
10. Linear Flair Brushed Steel

76

9

8 10
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1. Eden Matt Black
2. Eden Chrome
3. Ouse Chrome
4. Ludlow Antique Bronze
5. Ludlow Chrome
6. Tyne Chrome

2

1

3 4

6

5
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Smart Storage
Our innovative storage solutions allow you to capitalise 

on every inch of available space, including hard to access 
corners and crannies that previously, would’ve been 

left gathering dust. On Trend offers 2 different product 
finishes with Elite, an anthracite finish with solid bases 

and Dynamic, a chrome or powder grey finish with wire 
baskets. Look for the super smooth soft close actions  

and make your new kitchen a slam free zone. 

Corner Solutions
Our corner pull out solutions are available in two finishes, Dynamic Chrome and Elite Anthracite.

1. Combi pull out shelves
2. 3/4 Carousel with 2 baskets
3. 1/2 Carousel with 2 baskets
4. Pull out corner unit

1 2

3

4

Maximise your 

cupboard spac
e!

Cutlery Trays & Singles
Organise your drawers with our flexible cutlery trays while single baskets can be specified to your own 
requirements.

1. Carbon fibre cutlery tray
2. Scoop cutlery tray

21 3 4

3. Individual wine racks
4. Individual pull out baskets

Cutlery Trays & SinglesCorner Solutions Larders & Pantries127 127 128

Smartlarder129 Base Storage130

127126



Larder 

attached to 

door, opens as 

complete unit.

Larders & Pantries
Our larders & pantries are available in three finishes, 
Dynamic Chrome, Dynamic Powder Grey and Elite Anthracite.

1

Watch our Video

Point your smartphone 
camera at this QR code 

to watch our video 
demonstrating our larder  

pull out in action!

1. Tall Larder Unit
2. Maxima Pull Out

2

Larder opens 

separately for 

easy access.

SmartLarder
SmartLarder is one of our most popular storage solutions, maximising your space 

with an integrated design. SmartLarder incorporates 5 drawers, meaning your kitchen 
essentials are easy to grab and put away. It’s a fashionable alternative to the more 

conventional pull out wirework, with soft close as standard.
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Base Unit Storage
Our unit storage options are available in three finishes,  
Dynamic Chrome, Dynamic Powder Grey and Elite Anthracite.

Go wild with 
organisation!

2

3

1. 300mm Pull Out Base
2. 150mm Towel rail
3. 150mm Pull Out Base
4. Under Sink Pull Out

1

4
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Lighting
Mood lighting and task lighting are the order 
of the day in the kitchen as you look to create 
either more ambience or add practicality to 
workstations. Ensure you incorporate lighting 

at an early stage to minimise future disruption 
and to create a fully integrated kitchen. 

With LED product as standard, you can relax 
knowing it’s not going to cost the earth.

Set the mood with our Lighting solutions!

1

2 3 4 5

1 2

3

1. Soldan Flexible LED Strip Lighting
2. Picka Plinth Square LED
3. Steina Kea LED
4. Steina Downlight LED
5. Steina LED Tube

1. Steina Faro LED
2. Picka Plinth Round LED
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Our doors are certified in accordance with the rules of The Forest 

Stewardship Council®.

Kitchen Door 
Care Instructions
We recommend the following door 
cleaning instructions for all of our 
doors:

•  Clean the doors using only a solution  
of 95% lukewarm water with no more than  
5% soap.

•  DO NOT spray anything on to your doors, this 
includes the solution recommended above.

•  Use a clean damp (not wet) cloth
•  Dry with a soft clean cloth. If it is a timber door, 

run the cloth along the grain direction.
•  Any cooking marks must be wiped 

immediately.
•  Do not allow liquids to seep into joints of 

doors. Wipe any spillages immediately.

DO NOT use any of the products listed 
below to clean the door as they may 
mark and damage the surface:

•  Wax Furniture Polish
•  Bleach / chlorine based 
    cleaning products
•  Abrasive cleaners
•  Solvents
•  Multi-purpose cleaners
•  Alcohol based cleaners
•  Ammonia or any other similar product
•  Scouring pads or abrasive cloths

Environmental Information:
Please be aware, localised or intense heat/
steam can damage fascias. Subsequently 
the use of small appliances such as kettles, 
toasters etc. in close proximity to your kitchen 
fascias should be avoided. Doors should not 
be exposed to extreme temperature changes. 
Due to their manufacturing process, vinyl doors 
must not be exposed to temperatures above 
70ºC as this may cause damage to the door’s 
surface.
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Your new kitchen, 
made simple.

@OnTrendKitchens


